Grammar
Program
Homeschool Success Through A Classical Approach.
Family unity with all ages studying the same topics.
•

Memory work presented in the Tour Guide.

•

At this age, memorization comes naturally and easily creating pegs on which
students can hang future knowledge.

•

Hands-on science experiments and art projects.

•

Virtue is promoted in the classroom and through study of a featured saint.

Our Schedule
Morning Gather

History Timeline

Religion

• Prayer, Pledge, and Chorus

The anchor of the program which other
topics spring from. Five history topics are
presented each week including Church
history and important saints.

Truths of the faith through memory.
Each tour has a Bible and poetry
selection.

Memory Work Homeroom
• Play games, do activities, and have
fun while practicing the memory
work in the Tour Guide
• Presentations, classical music, saint
introduction, and snack

Hands-on Science
• Participate in hands-on science
experiments and activities—all
connected to the memory work

Hands-on Art
• Create works of art in the historically
integrated art program

Closing
Lunch or Social Time

Grammar Fees
Student Fee: $250.00
Supply Fee: $75.00
Facility Fee: per location

History Song
As part of the memory work, a history
song focuses in on a particular part of
the history timeline, set to music with a
catchy tune making memorizing it easy!

Math
Skip counting is covered in the first
quarter of every year of the 3 tours. The
remaining 3 quarters rotate through
geometry, conversions, and various facts
in math.

Music
Students participate in chorus in the
beginning of chapter day. Composers
and topics are selected—all integrated
with the timeline.

Latin
Students are exposed to Latin prayers
(T1), basic structure through declensions
and conjugations (T2), and Greek and
Latin roots (T3).

Language Arts
Fundamentals of language including
parts of speech, word relationships, and
structure.

Geography
Continent approach to geography
mastered through memory, labeling
maps, and drawing. Basics reviewed each
year.

Art
The art projects and artists align with the
history timeline. Students learn
techniques, styles, and art periods.

Science
Four units of science each year unify the
memory work. Hands-on experiments
and activities.

Presentations
Students will give two presentations
each quarter in their classroom, giving
them valuable practice public speaking.
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